
Construx: Shaping the Future of Concrete 
Construx, with its headquarters in Belgium, is since 2003 a worldwide respected partner in supplying moulds and 
formwork for precast factories and construction companies. Engineering, production and project management are 
all done in-house. As a technically driven engineering and production company, Construx develops turnkey precast 
and on-site formwork systems. Moulds have become machines, and Construx is continuously adding more automation 
and smart solutions to make moulds safer, less labour intense and more efficient. The acquisition of Weckenmann 
adds circulation plants and machines for the automated production of precast elements to the product range.  
The portfolio is now complete, confirming the baseline “Shaping the Future of Concrete”.

Weckenmann: Top of mind precast machinery and circulation plant manufacturer
Since its founding in 1957, Weckenmann has worked its way up, through extensive product development, to the 
worldwide ‘Top of Mind’ machine and carrousel builder for the precast industry. Their proverbial German ‘Gründlichkeit’ 
ensured that the name Weckenmann became synonymous with quality and reliability. The acquisition by Construx 
strengthens Weckenmann for the challenges of a rapidly consolidating sector where safety, more efficiency and 
further automation and digitalisation will be crucial in the next years.

Construx Weckenmann: Two strong brands united in one powerful company
The merger of Weckenmann with the precast division of Construx creates a powerful company with two strong brands 
which will optimally utilise the assets of both parties. Construx Weckenmann forms a team of 340 employees, spread 
over 9 locations in Europe, and with a total of 52,000m² of production and storage facilities. Integrating the sales and 
engineering departments and optimizing the various production entities will ensure Construx Weckenmann to be at 
the forefront of a rapidly evolving global market: “As a partner to our customers we want to offer added value, to build 
the precast industry of the future together.”

The worldwide one-stop-shop for precast moulds, circulation plants and machinery
With the acquisition of the German company Weckenmann, Construx becomes the global 

reference in the precast industry for moulds, machines and carrousel systems.
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